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Abstract. We instal homological algebra, including derived functors, on cer-
tain non-additive categories like categories of pointed CW-complexes, modules
of monoids or sheaves thereof. We apply this theory to monoid schemes and
sheaves on them, compare the result with the base change and prove several
structural theorems.
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BELIAN CATEGORIES 2
Introduction
In this paper we extend homological algebra to non-additive categories. Such
endeavor has been taken up before, see [Chr98,DP61,EM65,Ina97,Kel96,Sch99],
however, non of these fit the situation envisaged by the current paper, which is
motivated by the activity around F1-geometry or non-additive geometry [Man95,
KOW03,Sou04,Dei05,Har07,CC10a,CC10b,CC11,Lor11]. The “common core”
of all these theories seems to be the theory of monoidal schemes as developed
in [Kat94,Dei05]. In this paper we develop homological algebra over categories
which behave like abelian categories, but lack additivity. The model cases we
have in mind are categories of modules over monoidal schemes. The first part
of the paper is devoted to the foundational work on homological algebra for
non-additive categories which includes other examples as well, like categories of
pointed topological spaces or sheaves thereof.
In the second part of the paper we verify the conditions in the context of sheaves
over monoid schemes. The first part is more algebraic in nature, the second
part is more geometric. We prove some of the results one might expect, like
vanishing of cohomology in degrees above the dimension or that cohomology
can be computed using flabby resolutions. Finally, the quite useful compatibility
with base change is proved. This allows one to compute the Z-lift of cohomology
by means of ordinary Zariski-sheaf cohomology.
I thank Alexander Schmidt for useful remarks on the contents of this paper.
1 Belian categories
1.1 Definition
Definition 1.1.1 A category is called balanced if every morphism which is a
monomorphism as well as an epimorphism, already has an inverse, i.e., is an
isomorphism. For example, the category of groups is balanced, but the category
of rings is not, since the map Z → Q is an epi- and a monomorphism, but not
an isomorphism.
Definition 1.1.2 A category C is pointed if it has an object 0 such that for
every object X the sets Hom(X, 0) and Hom(0, X) have exactly one element
each. The zero object is uniquely determined up to unique isomorphism. In
every set Hom(X,Y ) there exists a unique morphism which factorizes over the
zero object, this is called the zero morphism. In a pointed category it makes
sense to speak of kernels and cokernels. Kernels are always mono and cokernels
are always epimorphisms.
Assume that kernels and cokernels always exist. Then every kernel is the kernel
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of its cokernel and every cokernel is the cokernel of its kernel. For a morphism
f let im (f) = ker(coker (f)) and coim (f) = coker (ker(f)). If C has enough
projectives, then the canonical map coim (f)→ im (f) has zero kernel and if C
has enough injectives, then this map has zero cokernel.
Definition 1.1.3 A belian category is a balanced pointed category B which
• contains finite products, kernels and cokernels, and
• has the property that every morphism with zero cokernel is an epimor-
phism.
Every abelian category is belian.
The second axiom says that a morphism with zero cokernel is an epimorphism
and consequently a monomorphism with zero cokernel is an isomorphism. How-
ever, not every morphism with zero kernel is a monomorphism. Also, not every
epimorphism is a cokernel.
Every monomorphism is a kernel.
Definition 1.1.4 A morphism is called strong, if the natural map from coim (f)
to im (f) is an isomorphism. A belian category
Note that this map has zero cokernel, therefore is an epimorphism, so f being
strong is equivalent to the map coim (f)→ im (f) being injective.
Kernels and cokernels are strong. Monomorphisms are strong. If A
f
→ B
g
→ C
is given with g being strong and gf = 0, then the induced map coker (f) → C
is strong. Likewise, if f is strong and gf = 0, then the induced map A→ ker g
is strong. A map is strong if and only if it can be written as a cokernel followed
by a kernel.
A belian category B is called strong, if every morphism in B is strong. If B is
any belian category, the subcategory Bstrong that has the same objects, but ony
the strong morphisms of B is again a belian category but this time a strong one.
Note that in a belian category, although one cannot add morphisms, one can
“add” morphisms from direct sums thanks to the universal property of direct
sums: Suppose given two morphisms ϕi : Mi → N , i = 1, 2. Then there exists
a unique morphism
ϕ1 ⊕ ϕ2 : M1 ⊕M2 → N
such that Mi // M1 ⊕M2
ϕ1⊕ϕ2
// N equals ϕi for i = 1, 2.
Example. The simplest example of a belian category is the category Set0
of pointed sets. Objects are pairs (X, x0) where X is a set and x0 ∈ X is
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an element. A morphism ϕ ∈ Hom((X, x0), (Y, y0)) is a map ϕ : X → Y with
ϕ(x0) = y0. Any singleton ({x0}, x0) is a zero object. The kernel of a morphism
ϕ : X → Y is the inverse image ϕ−1({y0}) of the special point and the cokernel
is Y/ϕ(X), where the image ϕ(X) is collapsed to a point. The product is the
cartesian product and the coproduct is the disjoint union with the special points
identified. A morphism ϕ ∈ Hom((X, x0), (Y, y0)) is strong if and only if ϕ is
injective outside ϕ−1({y0}).
Other examples include the category of pointed simplicial sets, pointed CW -
complexes, or the categories of sheaves of such.
If B is a belian category, then for X,Y ∈ B the set HomB(X,Y ) is a pointed
set, the special point being the zero morphism.
1.2 Complexes
Definition 1.2.1 In a belian category a sequence of morphisms,
. . . −→M i
di
−→M i+1
di+1
−→ . . .
is called a complex if di+1 ◦ di = 0 for every i. In that case there is an induced
morphism im di → ker di+1 which is a monomorphism since the maps im (di)→
M i+1 and ker(di+1) → M i+1 are monomorphisms. We call the complex exact,
if this morphism is an isomorphism. For a given complex let
Hi(M•) def= coker
(
im di → ker di+1
)
∈ B
be the cohomology of the complex M•. Then the cohomology is zero if and only
if the complex is exact. A complex is called a strong complex if every differential
di is strong.
Let B be a belian category and let C(B) be the category of complexes over B.
Morphisms in C(B) are morphisms f : X → Y of complexes, i.e., f is a sequence
f i : X i → Y i of morphisms is B such that every square
X i //
fi

X i+1
fi+1

Y i // Y i+1
is commutative.
Let C+(B) be the full subcategory of complexes Y which are bounded below,
i.e., Y i = 0 for i << 0. Further C−(B) denotes the subcategory of complexes
which are bounded above and finally let Cb(B) = C+(B)∩C−(B) be the category
of bounded complexes.
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1.3 Pull-backs and push-outs
Definition 1.3.1 Let B be a category. An object I ∈ B is called injective if
for every monomorphism M →֒ N the induced map Hom(N, I) → Hom(M, I)
is surjective. Dually, an object P ∈ B is called projective if it is injective in
the opposite category Bopp with reversed arrows. We say that B has enough
injectives if for every A ∈ B there exists a monomorphism A →֒ I, where I is
an injective object. Likewise, we say that B has enough projectives if for every
A ∈ B there is an epimorphism P → A with P projective, or, equivalently, if
Bopp has enough injectives.
Lemma 1.3.2 Let B be a category and let
A
f ′
//

X

B
f
// Y
be a cartesian square in B.
• If f is a monomorphism, then so is f ′.
• If B contains enough projectives and f is an epimorphism, then f ′ is an
epimorphism.
• If B is belian and contains enough injectives and enough projectives, and
if f is strong, then f ′ is strong.
Likewise, let
A
h //

B

C
h′ // P
be co-cartesian.
• If h is an epimorphism, then so is h′.
• If B contains enough injectives and h is a monomorphism, then h′ is a
monomorphism.
• If B is belian and contains enough injectives, h is a strong morphism then
h′ is strong and there is an isomorphism C/ kerh ∼= C/ kerh′.
Finally, if B is belian and contains enough injectives, then every monomorphism
is a kernel. In particular, a morphism is strong if and only if it can be written
as a cokernel followed by an injection.
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Note that an epimorphism is in general not a cokernel.
Proof: Assume the first situation and let α, β be two morphisms Z → A with
f ′α = f ′β. We have to show α = β. Since fg′α = fg′β and f is injective,
we have g′α = g′β. The square being cartesian implies α = β as claimed. For
the second assertion, let α : P → X be an epimorphism with P projective. The
resulting morphism P → Y can be lifted to B, giving a commutative square
P //

X

B // Y.
Since the original square was cartesian, the epimorphism P → X factorizes as
P → A
f ′
→ X , hence f ′ is an epimorphism. We postpone the proof of the third
property till later.
The first two assertions for co-cartesian squares follow by reversing the arrows.
Before proving the third, we first prove the final remark that every monomor-
phism is a kernel. So assume the belian category B to contain enough injectives.
Let f : A →֒ B be a monomorphism in B. Let B/A denote the cokernel of f
and let K be the kernel of B → B/A. We have the following diagram,
A
  f // _

B // // B/A
K
/

??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦

C,
where C is the cokernel of the natural map A→ K, which necessarily must be
injective. We have to show that C is zero. Then the second axiom implies that
the map from A to K is surjective as well and as the category is balanced, it is
an isomorphism. We want to show that the diagram
K 

//

B

C
0 // B/A
is co-cartesian. Once this is shown, the claim follows, as by the above, the zero
morphism in the bottom then is injective, hence C = 0. So assume given arrows
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C → Z and B → Z which become the same on K. Consider the diagram
A _

 q
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
K 

//

B


✷
✷
✷
✷
✷
✷
✷
✷
✷
✷
✷
✷
✷
✷
✷
C
0 //
((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
B/A
!!
Z.
The solid arrow diagram commutes. As A→ K → C is zero, then A →֒ B → Z
is zero, so a unique dotted arrow exists, making the triangle B,B/A,Z com-
mutative. As the rest of the diagram commutes, this implies that the triangle
C,B/A,Z also commutes, i.e., the entire diagram is commutative, which implies
that the square indeed is co-cartesian and it follows that f is a kernel indeed.
Now for the third assertion on co-cartesian diagrams. Let K be the kernel of h
and write A/K for its cokernel. Likewise let K ′ be the kernel of h′ and C/K ′
its cokernel. We get the solid arrow diagram
A/K q
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊

K //

A
<< <<③③③③③③③③
h
//

B

C/K ′
ε
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
K ′ // C
<< <<③③③③③③③③
h′
// P.
The dotted arrows are implied by the kernel and cokernel properties. It is easy
to see that P also is the cofiber product of C/K ′ and B over A/K. Therefore, ε
is injective, and so h′ is strong. Replacing C/K ′ with C/K the same arguments
work, so we get C/K ′ ≡ C/K.
We finally have the ingredients to also prove the third claim on catesian squares.
Let K and K ′ be kernels to f and f ′ and let B/K as well as A/K ′ denote their
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cokernels. We get the solid arrow diagram
A/K ′
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊

K ′
  // A
f ′
//
77 77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

X

B/K q
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
K
  // B
f
//
77 77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Y
There exists a unique dotted arrow making the diagram commutative by the
cokernel property of A/K ′. We claim that the right hand square is also cartesian.
For this let Z be an object with arrows to X and B/K giving the same arrow
to Y . As B has enough projectives, we can replace Z with a projective object
P . We get the diagram
P
((❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘

✷
✷
✷
✷
✷
✷
✷
✷
✷
✷
✷
✷
✷
✷
✷ A/K
′
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊

K ′
  // A
f ′
//
66 66♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥

X

B/K q
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
K
  // B //
66 66♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
Y
As P is projective, there exists an arrow from P to B making the diagram
commutative. Next the cartesian property of the original square implies the
existence of an arrow from P to A and the resulting arrow from P to A/K ′
shows that the right hand square is indeed cartesian as claimed. Then the
injectivity of the arrow from B/K ′ to Y implies the injectivity of the arrow
from A/K ′ to X , the latter therefore is a kernel and the map f ′ is strong. 
Definition 1.3.3 Let B be a category which contains fiber-products and has
enough projectives. Let Y be an object in B. On the class of morphisms
h : X → Y with target Y we define an equivalence relation as follows. We say
that (h,X) ∼ (h′, X ′) if there exists a commutative diagram
Z

// // X ′
h′

X
h // Y
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where the arrows emanating at Z are epimorphisms. One has to check that
this indeed is an equivalence. The only problem is transitivity. For this assume
(h,X) ∼ (h′, X ′) and (h′, X ′) ∼ (h′′, X ′′). This means that we have the solid
arrows in the following diagram,
Z ′′ //

Z ′ // //

X ′′
h′′

Z // //

X ′
h′ //
h′

Y
X
h // Y.
Let Z ′′ be the fiber-product so that the upper left square is cartesian. Then by
the last lemma the dotted arrows are epimorphisms and so are the arrows Z ′′ →
X and Z ′′ → X ′′. This proves that ∼ is an equivalence relation. Equivalence
classes are called generalized elements. They are a useful technical tool as they
allow proofs by diagram chase as the following lemma shows. By abuse of
notation, we will write y ∈ Y for a class y = [h] with target object Y . If
α : Y → Z is a morphism, we write α(y) for the class of the morphism αh. We
will write |Y | for the class of generalized elements of the object Y . Note that if
the category is pointed, then |Y | is a pointed class.
Lemma 1.3.4 Assume that B is a balanced pointed category with fibre products
and enough injectives and projectives. Then a sequence
A
α
−→ B
β
−→ C
is exact if and only if the induced sequence
|A|
α
−→ |B|
β
−→ |C|
of generalized elements is exact.
Proof: Assume the sequence is exact. Then βα = 0. Let b ∈ |B| with β(b) = 0.
Let K be the kernel of β. Then α factorizes over K ∼= im (α), and as B has
enough injectives, the map A → im (α) = K is surjective. Since β(b) = 0, b
factorizes over K as well. We have the following diagram of solid arrrows,
P // //

X
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
b

0

✵
✵
✵
✵
✵
✵
✵
✵
✵
✵
✵
✵
✵
✵
K  o
  
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
A
?? ??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
// B // C,
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where P is any projective cover of X . By projectivity, the map P → K lifts to
A, giving the dotted arrow which is the searched for pre-image of b.
For the converse direction assume βα = 0 and the condition on elements. We
have the diagram,
X  q
##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
A
;;①①①①①①①①①
//
"" ""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊ B
// C
im (α)
?
OO
-

<<②②②②②②②②
The condition applied to the element [K →֒ B] yields a map P → A and a
surjection P ։ K making the diagram
P // //

K  q
##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
A
;;①①①①①①①①①
//
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊ B
im (α)
-

<<②②②②②②②②?
OO
commutative. As the map P ։ K is onto, so is im (α)→ K, which therefore is
an isomorphism as B is balanced. 
1.4 Snake Lemma
Definition 1.4.1 Let B be a belian category with fibre products and let X ∈ B
be an object. A generalized element x ∈ |X | is called an atom if for every strong
morphism f : X → Y with f(x) 6= 0 and every x′ ∈ |X | one has
f(x) = f(x′) ⇒ x = x′.
An atomic class is a class J of atoms which is stable under strong morphisms,
such that with |X |J = |X | ∩ J we have that a sequence A → B → C is exact
if and only if the induced sequence |A|J → |B|J → |C|J is exact. If an atomic
class exists, we will consider it fixed and call any atom in J an admissible atom.
We say that a belian category B admits an atomic class, if it is closed under
fibre products and there exists an atomic class in B.
Definition 1.4.2 A morphism ϕ : X → Y in a belian category is called pseudo-
isomorphism if it has trivial kernel and cokernel. A pseudo-isomorphism is
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onto, but not necessarily injective. In that case we also say that X is a pseudo-
isomorphic cover of Y .
Note that in this situation if one of X , Y is zero, then so is the other.
Lemma 1.4.3 (Snake Lemma) Let B be a category which is belian, has enough
injectives and projectives and admits an atomic class. Given a commutative
diagram with exact rows
X1
g1
//
f1

X2
g2
//
f2

X3 //
f3

0
0 // Y1
h1 // Y2
h2 // Y3,
called a snake diagram, the induced sequences
ker(f1)→ ker(f2)→ ker(f3)
and
coker (f1)→ coker (f2)→ coker (f3)
are exact. If h1, f2 and g2 are strong, then there is a natural strong morphism
δ : ker(f3)→ coker (f1) such that the whole sequence is exact.
Corollary 1.4.4 Given a snake diagram with h1 and f2 strong but g2 not
strong, one can replace g2 with the cokernel of g1 to obtain a snake diagram
where X3
f3
−→ Y3 is replaced with coker (g1) = X˜3
f˜3
−→ Y3 and there exists a
pseudo-isomorphism ker(f˜3)→ ker(f3). For the modified diagram there exists a
snake morphism δ.
Corollary 1.4.5 (Weak snake) Given a snake diagram in which only h1 is
strong. After the replacement of Corollary 1.4.4 one obtains a the following
diagram with exact rows
ker(f1) // ker(f2)
α // ker(δ)
coker (f1) coker (f2)oo coker (f3)oo ker(f˜3)
δoo ker(δ).? _oo
The map δ is not necessarily strong.
Proof: The first corollary is clear. The second will be proved after the proof
of the Lemma. The exactness of the two sequences is obtained by a standard
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verification. To construct δ, extend the diagram as follows:
X1
t //
Id

Z
s // // _
l

ker(f3) // _
k

0
X1
g1
//
f1

X2
g2
//
f2

X3 //
f3

0
0 // Y1
h1 //
k′

Y2
h2 //
l′

Y3
Id

coker (f1)
s′ // Z ′
t′ // Y3.
Here Z is the kernel of f3g2. As k is a kernel and g2 a cokernel, Z happens
to be the fibre product of ker(f3) and X2 over X3. Next Z
′ is the cokernel of
h1f1. As h1 is a kernel and k
′ a cokernel, Z ′ happens to be the cofibre product
of coker (f1) and Y2 over Y1. By Lemma 1.3.2, s is an epimorphism. Likewise,
s′ is a monomorphism. The morphism t is the fibre product of g1 and the zero
map from X1 to ker(f3). We claim that the first row is exact. Since st = 0 it
remains to show that t is surjective on ker(s). Now g1 is surjective on ker(g2).
Replacing g1 by ker(g2) amounts to the same as assuming that g1 is injective. It
suffices to prove the claim under that assumption. Indeed, then t is the kernel
of s. To see this, let W
w
→ Z be a morphism with sw = 0. We shall show that w
factorizes uniquely over t. The induced arrow W → X3 is zero, therefore there
is a unique morphism r : W → X1 such that the solid arrow diagram
W
w //
r

Z
l

X1 //
t
==
X2
is commutative. We have to show that it remains commutative when t is in-
serted. We have two morphisms w, tr : W → Z with lw = ltr and sw = str = 0.
By the universal property of the fibre product Z it follows that w = tr, hence
the diagram commutes. Further, by construction the morphisms k and k′ are
strong, so by Lemma 1.3.2 the morphisms l and l′ are strong.
In the last row the morphism t′ is the cofibre product of h2 and zero. The
exactness of this row follows from the previous part by reversing all arrows. So
the rows are exact. Consider the morphism ε = l′f2l : Z → Z
′. It satisfies
εt = s′k′f1 = 0 and t
′ε = f3ks = 0. Since s is the cokernel of t, there exists
a unique map from ker(f3) to Z
′ making the ensuing diagram commutative.
Next s′ is the kernel of t′, so the map from ker(f3) to Z
′ factors uniquely over
coker (f1) giving the desired map δ : ker(f3) → coker (f1) such that ε = s
′δs.
We claim that δ is strong if f2 is. In this case the map ε is strong. Consider the
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commutative diagram with exact rows
X
t //
0
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
● Z
s //
0
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
ε

ker f3 // 0
0 // coker f1
s′ // Z ′
t′ // Y3.
Firstly,the induced morphism δ1 : ker f3 → Z
′ such that ε = δ1s is strong, as
there are natural isomorphisms coim δ1 ∼= coim ε and im δ1 ∼= im ε identifying
the natural map coim δ1 → im δ1 with coim ε→ im ε which is an isomorphism.
Similarly, the natural map δ such that δ1 = s
′δ is strong. It remains to show
that the sequence
ker(f2)
α
−→ ker(f3)
δ
−→ coker (f1)
β
−→ coker (f2)
is exact. From the construction of δ it follows that s′δα = 0 and since s′ is
mono, we get δα = 0.
Next let 0 6= x ∈ | ker(δ)| be an admissible atom. We have to show that there
exists an admissible atom u in | ker(f2)| such that α(u) = x. Pick an admissible
pre-image 0 6= z ∈ |Z| under s. We have to show that z can be chosen such
that l(z) ∈ | ker(f2)|. We have l
′f2l(z) = 0, which means f2(l(z)) ∈ ker l
′
and the latter equals the image of ker(k′) by Lemma 1.3.2. By exactness we
have ker(k′) = im (f1) so that there exists an admissible atom w ∈ |X1| with
f2(l(z)) = f2(g1(w)). By admissiblity, l(z) is an atom, as f2 is strong, it follows
either f2(l(z)) = 0, or l(z) = g1(w). As the first case is what we want, we deal
with the second now. If l(z) = g1(w), then by commutativity of the diagram,
t(w) = z, but then x = s(z) = s(t(w)) = 0, which we have excluded. Together
we have shown exactness of the sequence at ker(f3).
We now show βδ = 0. As β is induced by h1 it suffices to show s
′δ = 0, but as
s′δs = 0 and s is onto, this is clear.
Next let x ∈ | ker(β)| be an admissible atom, so x ∈ |coker (f1)|. Pick an
admissible pre-image y in |Y1|. Then l
′h1(y) = 0. As the map Y2 → coker (f2)
factors over l′ it follows that h1(y) maps to zero in coker (f2), hence there is an
admissible v ∈ |X2| with f2(v) = h1(y). This element maps to zero in Y3, so it
comes from ker(f3) and we have found a pre-image under δ. This finishes the
proof of the snake lemma. 
Proof of Corollary 1.4.5. One checks that the only points of the proof, where
the strongness of f2 is used, is that δ is strong and ker(δ)/im (α) = 0. 
As an application we will show the existence of a long exact cohomology sequence
attached to a short exact sequence of complexes.
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Lemma 1.4.6 We assume that B has enough injectives and projectives and
admits an atomic class. Let
S ≡ 0→ E
e
→ F
f
→ G→ 0
be an exact sequence of complexes over the belian category B, where the map
e and the complex F are strong. Then there is a pseudo-isomorphic cover
H˜p(S)→ Hp(G) and a commutative diagram,
Hp(F )
H˜p(f)
//
Hp(f)
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
H˜p(S)

Hp(G),
together with an exact sequence
· · · → Hp(F )
α
−→ H˜p(S)
δ
→ Hp+1(E)→ Hp+1(F )→ · · · .
Then the connection maps δ are strong. The connection map is functorial in
the sense that for a commutative diagram of complexes,
S ≡

0 // E
e //

F //

G //

0
T ≡ 0 // X
ξ
// Y // Z // 0,
where e, ξ, F and Y are strong, one gets a commutative diagram
Hp(F ) //

H˜p(S)
δ //

Hp+1(E)

Hp(Y ) // H˜p(T )
δ // Hp+1(X)
for every p ∈ Z. The cover H˜p is a functor from the category of short exact
sequences S to B′.
If the complex F is not strong, one obtains the following natural diagram with
exact rows,
ker(δ) Hp(F )
αoo Hp(E)oo
ker(δ) 

// H˜p(S)
δ // Hp+1(E) // Hp+1(F ) // H˜p+1(S)
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Proof: At each stage p ∈ Z one gets a commutative and exact diagram,
cokerdp−1E

ξ′
// cokerdp−1F

// cokerdp−1G

// 0
0 // ker dp+1E
ξ′′
// kerdp+1F
// ker dp+1G ,
where ξ′ and ξ′′ are strong. Replacing coker dp−1G with the pseudo-isomorphic
cover coker (ξ′) is functorial in the sequence. The snake lemma gives the desired
long exact sequence. 
1.5 Ascent functors
Definition 1.5.1 A functor between belian categories is called strong-exact if
it maps strong exact sequences to exact sequences. Note that being strong-exact
is a weaker condition than being exact. It is, however, the natural condition in
the non-additive context.
Definition 1.5.2 Let B be a belian category. An ascent functor A : B → C is
a functor from B to an abelian category C, such that
• A is faithful and strong-exact, and
• A maps epimorphisms to epimorphisms.
Note that an ascent functor will preserve the canonical factorization of a strong
morphism into a cokernel followed by a kernel, and it will preserve the classes
of epi- and monomorphisms.
Example. The standard example will be the category B of pointed sets and the
ascent functor A : B → Mod(Z), mapping a pointed set (X, x0) to the Z-module
Z[X ]/Zx0. The properties are easily verified.
Lemma 1.5.3 Let A be an ascent functor on the belian category B. For any
morphism f in B we have canonical maps
(a) A(coker (f)) ∼= coker (A(f)),
(b) A(im (f)) ∼= im (A(f)), and
(c) A(ker(f)) →֒ ker(A(f)) which is an isomorphism, if f is strong.
Consequently, for a complex M• we have a canonical injection
A(Hi(M•)) →֒ Hi(A(M•)),
which is an isomorphism if the complex is strong.
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Proof: To prove these points, let f : X → Y . The sequence
0→ im (f)→ Y → coker (f)→ 0
is strong and exact, so it will remain exact after applying A, which shows that
(a) and (b) imply each other. To prove (a), consider the diagram
Z
A(X)
0
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
//

A(Y )
OO
// A(coker (f)) //
gg
0
A(coim (f)) // // A(im (f))
OO
where all but the dotted arrow are given, the surjections are preserved by A.
Then, as the map from A(X) to A(im (f)) is surjective, it follows that the map
from A(im (f)) to Z is zero. Since A(coker (f)) is the cokernel of A(im (f)) →֒
A(Y ), it follows the unique existence of the dotted arrow making the entire
diagram commutative. This fact then shows that indeed there is a canonical
isomorphism A(coker (f)) ∼= coker (A(f)).
It remains to prove (c). For this we first recall that the sequence
0→ ker(f)→ X → coim (f)→ 0
is strong-exact, therefore remains exact after applying A, which implies that
A(ker(f)) injects into A(X). We therefore have all arrows but the dotted one
in the diagram
A(ker(f))

 s
%%❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
ker(A(f)) 

// A(X)
A(f)
// A(Y )
As the map from A(ker(f)) to A(Y ) is zero, it follows that a unique dotted
arrow exists, as the map from A(ker(f)) to A(X) is injective, the dotted arrow
is injective, too. If f is strong, the sequence 0→ A(ker(f))→ A(X)→ A(Y ) is
exact. 
Lemma 1.5.4 Let A be an ascent functor on the belian category B. Consider
a sequence
S ≡ X
g
// Y
f
// Z
in B and assume that the induced sequence A(S) is exact. Then the sequence S
is exact in B. If g is strong, then f is strong as well.
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Proof: Assume A(S) is exact. Then 0 = A(f)A(g) = A(fg) and the faithful-
ness implies fg = 0. So we get a natural map ϕ : im g → ker f . Applying A, we
get a commutative diagram
imA(g)
∼= // A(im g)
%%▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲
  A(ϕ) // A(ker f) _

kerA(f).
As the sequence A(S) is exact, the diagonal arrow is an isomorphism, so then
is A(ϕ). As A is faithful, ϕ is epi and mono, hence also an isomorphism as B is
balanced. So the sequence S is exact.
For the second assertion let g be strong. It suffices to assume that g is the
kernel of f . The sequence X → Y → Y/X → 0 is strong and exact, therefore
the sequence A(X) → A(Y ) → A(Y/X) → 0 is exact, consequently one has
A(Y/X) ∼= A(Y )/A(X), and the latter injects into A(Z). As A is faithful, Y/X
also injects into Z, so f is strong. 
Note that an ascent functor will in general not preserve products, as the fol-
lowing example shows. Let B be the belian category of pointed sets and let
A : B → Mod(Z) be the functor that maps a pointed set (X, x0) to the Z-module
Z[X ]/Zx0. Then, for two finite sets X,Y ∈ B the Z-module A(X ×Y ) is free of
dimension #X ·#Y −1, whereas A(X)×A(Y ) has dimension #X−1+#Y −1.
1.6 Derived functors
Definition 1.6.1 A resolution of an object X in B is a strong exact sequence
0→ X → I0X → I
1
X → · · · .
A functor F : B → B′ between belian categories is called left strong-exact if F
maps kernels to kernels and for every strong exact sequence
0→ X
ϕ
→֒ Y → Z
in B, the sequence
0→ F (X) →֒ F (Y )→ F (Z)
is exact in B′.
Let F : B → B′ be left strong-exact and assume that B has enough injectives.
Then every ebject X possesses a resolution 0→ X → I0 → I1 → . . . , where all
Ip are injective objects. Such a resolution is called an injective resolution. Fix
an injective resolution X → IX for every X ∈ B.
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Lemma 1.6.2 For every morphism f : X → Y in B there exist morphisms
f0, f1, . . . making the diagram
0 // X //
f

I0X
//
f0

I1X
//
f1

. . .
0 // Y // I0Y
// I1Y
// . . .
commutative.
Proof: The map f0 exists as I0Y is injective. Next I
0
X/X injects into I
1
X , so,
by the same reason, f1 exists. Iteration yields the lemma. 
Definition 1.6.3 For any morphism f : X → Y in B fix a choice of morphisms
f0, f1, . . . as in the lemma. For p = 0, 1, . . . define
RpIF (X)
def
= H
p(F (I•X)),
and for every f : X → Y set
RpIF (f) = H
p(f•),
the induced morphism on cohomology.
Note that in this general setting, RpF might not even be a functor. Only R0F is,
as the next lemma shows. Later we will show that under additional assumptions
RpF is a functor.
Lemma 1.6.4 R0IF is a functor natural isomorphic with F .
Proof: Let 0 → X → I0X → · · · be the chosen resolution of X ∈ B. Since
F is left strong-exact, the sequence 0 → F (X) →֒ F (I0X) → F (I
1
X) is exact.
Therefore there exists a natural functorial isomorphism,
R0IF (X) = H
0F (IX) ∼= F (X). 
Definition 1.6.5 Let B be a belian category. An injective class in B is a class
I of injective objects in B such that
• every object of B injects into an object in I, and
• I is closed under finite products.
Note that every belian category B with enough injectives admits injective classes.
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Definition 1.6.6 The ascent functor A is said to be I-injective if it maps
objects in I to injective objects. Here I is an injective class. If we can choose I
to be the class of all injective objects we simply say that A preserves injectives
and likewise in the projective case.
Example. Let Set0 be the category of pointed sets as before. For a ring R
and a pointed set (M,m0) let R[M ] be the free R-module generated by M and
let R[M ]0 = R[M ]/Rm0. Then A : M 7→ R[M ]0 from Set0 to the category of
R-modules is an ascent functor which is I-injective for every injective class I,
if R is a field. Note that this functor indeed is strong-exact but not exact.
Definition 1.6.7 Let now F : B → B′ be a left strong-exact functor. An ascent
datum for F is a quadruple (I, A,A′, F˜ ) consisting of an injective class I in B
and an ascent functor A : B → C which is I-injective, as well as an ascent
functor A′ : B′ → C′, and a left-exact functor F˜ : C → C′ such that on the full
subcategory of B given by the class I, the functors A′F and F˜A from I ⊂ B to
C′ are isomorphic. In other words, the diagram
C
F˜ // C′
I
A
OO
F // B′
A′
OO
is commutative up to isomorphy of functors.
Theorem 1.6.8 Assume that the left strong-exact functor F is equipped with
an ascent datum (I, A,A′, F˜ ). Then the RpF are functors and they depend
on the choice of the injective class I and the injective resolutions only up to
canonical isomorphism. We have a natural injection
A′RpF (X) →֒ RpF˜ (A(X)).
On the other hand, if (I, A1, A
′
1, F˜1) is another ascent datum with the same
injective class I, then this ascent datum will trivially give the same derived
functors RpF .
Proof: Let first IX be an arbitrary injective resolution of X and let A
′ be an
ascent functor on B′. As
Hi(FIX) = coker (im (Fd
i−1)→ ker(Fdi)),
Lemma 1.5.3 gives a natural injection
A′(Hi(FIX)) →֒ H
i(A′(FIX)).
We now show that RpIF is a functor. Let f : X → Y be a morphism. We have
to show that RpIF (f) does not depend on the choice of the maps f
0, f1, . . . .
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This proof is completely analogous to the proof that shows independence of
resolutions, so we only give the latter. So suppose there are given two injective
classes I and I1 such that (I, A,A
′, F˜ ) and (I1, A,A
′, F˜ ) form ascent data for
F . For X ∈ B, choose injective resolutions IX and I1,X from I and I1. We fix
isomorphims of functors
ΦI : F˜A|I
∼=
−→ A′F |I ,
and
ΦI1 : F˜A|I1
∼=
−→ A′F |I1 .
By the injectivity of IX there is a map extending the identity on X ,
I1,X
ϕ
//

IX

X
= // X.
Applying the ascent functor A we get a commutative diagram in the abelian
category C,
A(I1,X)
A(ϕ)
//

A(IX)

A(X)
= // A(X).
Both columns are injective resolutions. Therefore the map A(ϕ) is unique up to
homotopy. So the map F˜ (A(ϕ)) from F˜ (A(I1,X )) to F˜ (A(IX)) is independent
of ϕ up to homotopy, which implies that the induced map on cohomology,
Hi(F˜ (A(ϕ))) : Hi(F˜ (A(I1,X))) → H
i(F˜ (A(IX)))
is uniquely determined. The isomorphism ΦI induces an isomorphism of com-
plexes A′FI•X
∼=
−→ F˜AI•X and so an isomorphism of the respective cohomology
objects. The following induced diagram is commutative,
A′(HiFI1,X) // _

A′(HiFIX) _

Hi(A′FI1,X)
ΦI1∼=

// Hi(A′FIX)
ΦI∼=

Hi(F˜A(I1,X)) // H
i(F˜A(IX)),
where the horizontal arrows are induced by ϕ. As we have learned, the lowest
horizontal arrow does indeed not depend on the choice of ϕ and by the com-
mutativity of the diagram, so don’t the others. By the faithfulness of ascent we
get the uniqueness of Hi(F (ϕ)) : HiFI1,X → H
iFIX . This then must be an
isomorphy by standard arguments. 
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Proposition 1.6.9 Let F : B → B′ be a left strong-exact functor on belian
categories equipped with an ascent datum. Then every injective object of B is
F -acyclic.
Proof: Let J be injective and let J →֒ I be an injection into some I-injective
I. Then, as J is injective, there exists s : I → J with si = IdJ . Then
Rp(s)RpF (i) = Rp(si) = Id and therefore RpF (J) injects into Rp(I) which is
zero for p > 0, therefore J is acyclic. 
Definition 1.6.10 Let F : B → B′ be a left strong-exact functor on belian
categories equipped with an ascent datum (A, I, A′, F˜ ). An acyclic class for F
is a class A of objects in B, such that
• I ⊂ A,
• A ∈ A ⇒ RpF (A) = 0 for all p ≥ 1,
• for every strong exact sequence 0 → A → B → C → 0 with A ∈ A, the
sequence
0→ FA→ FB → FC → 0
is exact,
• if 0→ A→ B → C → 0 is strong and exact, and if A and B belong to A,
then so does C.
Theorem 1.6.11 Assume that the left strong-exact functor F is equipped with
an ascent datum and an acylic class A. Let 0→ X → A0 → . . . be a resolution
of X with Ap ∈ A for all p ≥ 0. Then
RpF (X) ∼= Hp(F (A•)),
i.e., the cohomology can be computed using A-resolutions.
Proof: Choose an I-resolution
0→ X → I0 → I1 → . . .
such that we get a commutative diagram
0 // X //
=

A0 // _

A1 // _

· · ·
0 // X // I0 // I1 // · · ·
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where the vertical maps can be chosen injective by enlarging Ij is necessary. Let
(Y j) be the sequence of cokernels so that we get an exact, strong, commutative
diagram,
0

0

0 // X //
=

A0 //

A1 //

· · ·
0 // X // I0 //

I1 //

· · ·
0 // Y 0 //

Y 1 //

· · ·
0 0
Since Ap and Ip are in A, so is Y p. Applying F we obtain a short exact sequence
of complexes
0→ F (A) →֒ F (I)→ F (Y )→ 0.
The corresponding cohomology sequence reads
H˜i−1F (Y )→ HiF (A)→ HiF (I)→ HiF (Y ).
Both ends are zero, so we get a pseudo-isomorphism in the middle. However, if
A →֒ B is an injection of complexes such that the induced mapHp(A)→ Hp(B)
is a pseudo-isomorphism, then it is an isomorphism, hence
HpF (A) ∼= RpF (X). 
1.7 Strong derived functors
Definition 1.7.1 An object X in B is called F -acyclic if RiF (X) = 0 for every
i > 0.
Recall that a functor F on belian categories is called strong, if it maps strong
morphisms to strong morphisms.
Theorem 1.7.2 Let F : B → B′ be a left strong-exact functor on belian cat-
egories equipped with an ascent datum. Assume that F is strong and that B′
contains enough injectives and projectives and admits an atomic class. Let
0 → X → A0 → A1 → · · · be a resolution by F -acyclics. Then RiF (X) ∼=
Hi(F (A•)), so cohomology can be computed using resolutions by arbitrary acyclics.
Proof: We need some lemmas.
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Lemma 1.7.3 Under the conditions of the theorem, let
0→ X → Y → Z → 0
be a strong exact sequence, then for every p ≥ 0 there exists a pseudo-isomorphic
cover R˜pF (Z) of RpF (Z) and a long exact sequence
0→ F (X)→ F (Y )→ F˜ (Z)→ R1F (X)→ R1F (Y )→ R˜1F (Z)→ . . .
Proof: Given a strong exact sequence 0 → X →֒ Y → Z → 0 in B let IX and
IY be given I-resolutions of X and Z. Consider the diagram
0

0

0

0 // X
  //

Y //
β

Z //

0
0 // I0X
α // I0X × I
0
Z
γ
// I0Z
// 0,
where α is the natural map given by the universal property of the product and
the maps I0X
id
→ I0X and I
0
X
0
→ I0Z . For the definition of β recall that since I
0
X
is injective, the map X → I0X extends to Y → I
0
X and β is given by this map
and the composition Y → Z → I0Z . Finally, γ is the projection onto the second
factor. The commutativity of the diagram is immediate. The morphism α is
strong and the diagram is exact. Since I is an injective class, I0X × I
0
Z lies in I.
We write I0Y = I
0
X × I
0
Z and extend the diagram by the corresponding cokernels
X ′, Y ′, Z ′ to get a commutative exact diagram such that the left horizontal
arrows are strong.
0

0

0

0 // X 

//

Y //

Z //

0
0 // I0X
  //

I0Y
//

I0Z
//

0
0 // X ′ 

//

Y ′ //

Z ′ //

0
0 0 0.
One uses diagram chase to verify the exactness of this diagram. We repeat the
procedure with the exact sequence 0→ X ′ → Y ′ → Z ′ → 0. Iteration leads to
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a commutative and exact diagram of injective resolutions
0

0

0

0 // X 

//

Y //

Z //

0
0 // IX
  // IY // IZ // 0.
Applying F to this diagram yields a exact sequence of complexes,
0→ F (IX) →֒ F (IY )→ F (IZ)→ 0.
To verify the exactness recall that by construction IjY is the direct product of
IjX and I
j
Z . For any two objects A,B in B the map A
id×0
→ A × B → A is an
automorphism of A. Hence the same is true for F (A) → F (A × B) → F (A),
so the map F (A × B) → F (A) is an epimorphism and F (A) → F (A × B) is a
monomorphism. Note that the sequence 0→ F (IX) →֒ F (IY )→ F (IZ)→ 0 is
not strong in general.
To this sequence of complexes we now apply the snake lemma to get a long
exact sequence
· · · → RiF (Y )→ R˜iF (Z)
δ
→ Ri+1F (X)→ Ri+1F (Y )→ · · ·
as claimed. 
To finish the proof of the theorem, note that Lemma 1.7.3 gives the crucial
part of the proof, that the class A of all F -acyclic objects is an acyclic class in
the sense of Definition 1.6.10. The rest of the properties are clear, so that the
present theorem follows from Theorem 1.6.11. 
Proposition 1.7.4 Let F : B → B′ be a left strong-exact functor on belian cat-
egories equipped with an ascent datum. If F is strong, and B′ contains enough
injectives and projectives and admits an atomic class, then any injective reso-
lution of X ∈ B computes RiF (X).
Proof: This follows from Proposition 1.6.9 together with Theorem 1.7.2. 
2 Pointed modules and sheaves
2.1 Definitions
Definition 2.1.1 Let A be a commutative monoid. A module over A is a
set M together with an action A ×M → M sending (a,m) to am, satisfying
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(ab)m = a(bm) and 1m = m for all a, b ∈ A and every m ∈M . Let N ⊂M be
a sub-module, then we define the quotient module M/N by collapsing N : as a
set,M/N equalsM/ ∼, where ∼ is the equivalence relation with the equivalence
classes {m}, m /∈ N and N . The module structure is defined by a[m] = [am],
where [m] is the class of m ∈M .
An element m0 ∈M is called stationary if am = m for every a ∈ A. A pointed
module is a pair (M,m0) consisting of an A-module M and a stationary point
m0 ∈ M . A homomorphism of pointed modules from (M,m0) to (N,n0) is
an A-module homomorphism ϕ with ϕ(m0) = n0. Let Mod0(A) denote the
category of pointed modules and their homomorphisms. The special point m0
of a pointed module M is also denoted by 0M or 0 if no confusion is likely. It is
called the zero element of M .
IfM is a module over A, we define the pointed moduleM0 to beM ∪{0}, where
0 is a new stationary point which we choose to be the special point of M0.
The category Mod0(A) contains a terminal and initial object, the zero module
{0}, also written 0. A morphism ϕ : M → N is called zero if ϕ factors over
zero. This is equivalent to ϕ(M) = {0N}.
The category Mod0(A) contains products and coproducts. Products are the
usual cartesian products and coproducts are given as follows: Let (Mi)i∈I be a
family of objects in Mod0(A), then the coproduct is
∐
i∈I
Mi =
·⋃
i∈I
Mi
/
∼
where the union means the disjoint union of theMi and the equivalence relation
just identifies all zeros 0Mi to one. We also write coproducts as direct sums.
2.2 Limits
Proposition 2.2.1 The category Mod0(A) contains direct and inverse limits.
Proof: Let I be a small category and F : I → Mod0(A) be a functor. Write
Mi for F (i), i ∈ I. Define
M def=
∐
i∈I
Mi/ ∼,
where ∼ is the equivalence relation given by m ∼ F (ϕ)(m) whenever m ∈ Mi
and ϕ : i→ j is a morphism in I. A straightforward verification shows that M
is a direct limit.
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Likewise,
N def=
{
x ∈
∏
i∈I
Mi
∣∣∣∣∣ xj = F (ϕ)(xi) ∀ϕ ∈ HomI(i, j)
}
is an inverse limit. 
Lemma 2.2.2 A morphism ϕ : X → Y in Mod0(A) is an epimorphism if and
only if ϕ is a surjective map.
Proof: Suppose ϕ is an epimorphism, then Y/imϕ is zero, so imϕ = Y , i.e., ϕ
is surjective. The rest is clear. 
2.3 Injectives and projectives, ascent
Proposition 2.3.1 The category Mod0(A) is a belian category with enough
injectives and enough projectives. It possesses an atomic class.
Proof: It is clear that every morphism with zero cokernel is an epimorphism.
We prove the existence of enough injectives. For any setX we have an A-module
structure on the set Map(A,X) of all maps α : A→ X given by
aα(b) = α(ab).
Further, if X is a pointed set, then Map(A,X) is a pointed module, the special
point being α0 with α0(a) = x0, where x0 is the special point of X . For a given
pointed module M we define IM to be
IM
def
= Map(A,M).
We have a natural embeddingM →֒ Map(A,M) ofA-modules given bym 7→ αm
with αm(a) = am. The theorem will follow if we show that Map(A,M) is
indeed injective. For this note that for any A-module P and any set X there is
a functorial isomorphism of A-modules
ψ : Map(P,X)→ HomA(P,Map(A,X))
given by
ψ(α)(p)(a) = α(ap).
The inverse is given by
ψ−1(β)(p) = β(p)(1).
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Now let P →֒ N be an injective A-module homomorphism, then for any set X
one has the commutative diagram
HomA(N,Map(A,X)) //
∼=

HomA(P,Map(A,X))
∼=

Map(N,X) // Map(P,X)
The second horizontal map is surjective, therefore the first horizontal map is
surjective as well. For X =M this implies the first part of the theorem.
For the existence of enough projectives, consider A as a module over itself. Let
PM =
⊕
m∈M A
+
m be a direct sum of copies of A
+. Then the pointed module
PM is projective as a straightforward verification shows. For a given module M
define a map
ϕ : PM → M
a ∈ Am 7→ am,
0 7→ m0.
Then ϕ : PM →M is the desired surjection.
For an atomic class, we take the class of all generalized elements [h] where
h : M → X and the module M is generated by a single element, i.e., there
exists m ∈ M such that M = Am ∪ {0}. It is clear, that this is indeed an
atomic class. 
Proposition 2.3.2 The functor A from Mod0(A) to the category of Q-vector
spaces,
A(M) = Q[M ]/Qm0,
where m0 is the special point, is an ascent functor which preserves injectives
and projectives.
Proof: It is easy to see that A is an ascent functor. Since every object in the
category of Q-vector spaces is injective as well as projective, A preserves these
classes of morphisms. 
2.4 Pointed sheaves
Definition 2.4.1 Let X be a monoided space, i.e., a topological space with a
sheaf OX of monoids. A given topological space can be made a monoided space
by defining OX to be the constant sheaf OX(U) = {1}. A pointed sheaf is a
sheaf of pointed OX -modules where the restrictions are assumed to preserve the
special points. Let Mod0(X) denote the category of pointed sheaves.
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Proposition 2.4.2 The category Mod0(X) is belian and contains enough in-
jectives.
Proof: The zero object is the zero sheaf. The existence of fiber and cofiber
products is a standard sheaf theoretic construction. To verify the last axiom let
ϕ : F → G be a morphism with zero cokernel and let G −→−→ Z be two morphisms
such that the induced morphisms from F to Z agree. For any x ∈ X one has
the exact sequence of the stalks Fx → Gx → 0. Therefore ϕx is an epimorphism
and thus the two maps Gx
−→
−→ Zx agree. Since this holds for every x ∈ X , the
two morphisms G −→−→ Z agree, so ϕ is an epimorphism. 
Lemma 2.4.3 The following holds in Mod0(X).
(a) A morphism f : F → G is strong if an only if all stalks fx : Fx → Gx, x ∈ X,
are strong.
(b) A sequence F
f
→ G
g
→ H is exact if and only if all the sequences at the stalks
Fx
fx
→ Gx
gx
→ Hx, x ∈ X, are exact.
Proof: (a) A morphism f in a belian category is strong if and only if the
induced f˜ : coim f → im f is an isomorphism. If f is a morphism in Mod0(X),
then for every x ∈ X one has (f˜)x = f˜x. Replacing f by f˜ it therefore suffices
to show that f is a monomorphism if and only if all its stalks fx are.
Let’s assume that f is a monomorphism and let x ∈ X . We have to show that
fx is injective. For this assume fx(sx) = fx(tx) for some sx, tx ∈ Fx. Then
there exists an open neighborhood U of x and representatives sU , tU ∈ FU with
fU (sU ) = fU (tU ) in G(U). We can consider O|U as an OU -module, but not a
pointed one in general. To make it pointed we add an extra stationary point ωV
to OV for every open V ⊂ U . Thus we get a pointed OU -module Z = (O|U )0.
We extend this module by zero outside the open set U to obtain a pointed
OX -module which we likewise denote by Z. We define a morphism α : Z → F
as follows. For V ⊂ U open, αV : Z(V ) → F(V ) is defined as αv(a) = asV
for a ∈ OV and αV (ωV ) = 0. This defines a morphism α in Mod0(X). Using
t instead of s we define β : Z → F in the same manner. Then fα = fβ and
since f is a monomorphism, α = β, hence sU = tU and so sx = tx. The other
direction is trivial.
(b) This assertion is shown in the same way as for sheaves of abelian groups.

2.5 Injectives and ascent
Proposition 2.5.1 The category Mod0(X) has enough injectives. In partic-
ular, the class I of products of skyscraper sheaves with injective stalks is an
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injective class.
Proof: Let F be a pointed OX -module. For each point x ∈ X the stalk Fx
is a pointed OX,x-module. Therefore there is an injection Fx →֒ Ix into an
injective OX,x-module. Let ix denote the injection of x in X and consider the
sheaf I =
∏
x∈X ix,∗Ix, which is a product of skyscraper sheaves with injective
stalks. For any OX -module G we have
HomOX (G, I)
∼=
∏
x
HomOX (G, ix,∗Ix)
and for every x ∈ X also
HomOX (G, ix,∗Ix)
∼= HomOX,x(Gx, Ix).
So there is a monomorphism F →֒ I obtained from the maps Fx →֒ Ix. It
follows that I is injective and hence the claim. 
Let C be the category of all sheaves of Q-vector spaces on X . Consider the
functor
A : Mod0(X)→ C
maps a sheaf F to the sheafification of the presheaf
U 7→ Q[F(U)]/Qx0(U),
where x0(U) is the special point of F(U).
Proposition 2.5.2 The functor A is an I-injective ascent functor.
Proof: Since the ascent functor A maps products of skyscraper sheaves to
products of skyscraper sheaves the claim follows. 
2.6 Sheaf cohomology
Definition 2.6.1 Let X be a monoided space. A sheaf F is called flabby if for
any two open sets U ⊂ V the restriction map F(V )→ F(U) is surjective.
Lemma 2.6.2 Every injective sheaf is flabby.
Proof: For any open set U ⊂ X let OU denote the sheaf j!(OX |U ), which is the
restriction of OX to U , extended by zero outside U . Now let I be an injective
OX -module and let U ⊂ V be open sets. We have an inclusion OU →֒ OV
and since I is injective we get a surjection Hom(OV , I) → Hom(OU , I). But
Hom(OV , I) ∼= I(V ) and Hom(OU , I) ∼= I(U), so I is flabby. 
We consider the global sections functor Γ(X, ·) from Mod0(X) to Mod0(A).
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Lemma 2.6.3 The global sections functor Γ(X, ·) is left strong-exact, admits
an ascent datum, and sends injective maps to injective maps.
Proof: The left strong-exactness of the global sections functor is a standard
verification. Let A denote the ascent functor above and let A′ be the ascent
functor on Mod0(OX(X)) given in Proposition 2.3.2. It is easy to see that
A′Γ = ΓA holds on the full subcategory of B = Mod0(X) consisting of flabby
sheaves. 
We define the cohomology of a sheaf F ∈Mod0(X) by
Hi(X,F) def= R
iΓ(X,F), i = 0, 1, . . .
Theorem 2.6.4 The class of flabby sheaves is an acyclic class for the section
functor Γ. In particular, we have
(a) Every injective sheaf is flabby.
(b) Let 0 → F
f
→ H
h
→ G → 0 be a strong exact sequence in Mod0(X). If F is
flabby, then for every open set U ⊂ X the sequence
0→ F(U)
fU
→ H(U)
hU→ G(U)→ 0
is exact.
(c) If in the situation of (a), the sheaves F and H are flabby, then so is G.
(d) If F is a flabby sheaf in Mod0(X), then H
i(X,F) = 0 for i > 0.
By Theorem 1.6.11 we conlude cohomology can be computed using flabby reso-
lutions.
Proof: (a) is Lemma 2.6.2. (b) and (c) follow, after applying the ascent functor,
from the corresponding result for sheaves of abelian groups [Har77]. Part (d)
also follows after applying the ascent functor, since the ascent functor given
maps flabby sheaves to flabby sheaves. 
Lemma 2.6.5 Let For be the forgetful functor from the category Mod0(A) to
Set0 ∼= Mod0(1). Then the isomorphy class of For(H
i(X,F)) in Set0 does not
depend on the choice of the sheaf OX .
Proof: Let Set0(X) denote the category of pointed sheaves over X for the
trivial structure sheaf OX = const. To compute the cohomology, use flabby
resolutions in Mod0(X). They will remain flabby in Set0(X). 
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2.7 Noetherian Spaces
Definition 2.7.1 We say that a monoid A is noetherian if every chain of ide-
als I1 ⊂ I2 ⊂ I3 ⊂ . . . is eventually stationary, i.e., there exists an index j0
such that Ij = Ij0 for every j ≥ j0. A topological space X is called noetherian
if every sequence of closed subsets Y1 ⊃ Y2 ⊃ Y3 ⊃ . . . is eventually station-
ary. The dimension of a topological space is the supremum of the lengths of
strictly descending chains of closed subsets. A noetherian topological space is
not necessarily of finite dimension.
If X = SpecFA, then X is noetherian if and only if A is. A monoid scheme X is
called noetherian if X can be covered by finitely many affine schemes Spec (Ai)
where each monoid Ai is noetherian. A noetherian scheme is noetherian and
finite dimensional as topological space.
Let (Fα) be a direct system of pointed sheaves. By lim
→
Fα we denote the
sheafification of the pre-sheaf U 7→ lim
→
Fα(U). Let X be a monoided space.
Lemma 2.7.2 Let (Fα)α∈I be a direct system of flabby sheaves and assume
that X is noetherian. Then lim
→
Fα is flabby.
Proof: As in the group valued case one proves that if X is noetherian, then
the pre-sheaf U 7→ lim
→
Fα(U) already is a sheaf. For every α ∈ I and every
inclusion V ⊂ U of open sets the restriction Fα(U)→ Fα(V ) is surjective. This
implies that lim
→
Fα(U) → lim
→
Fα(V ) also is surjective. Since X is noetherian
we have lim
→
Fα(U=(lim
→
Fα)(U), so lim
→
Fα is flabby. 
Let Y be a closed subset of X and F a pointed sheaf on Y . Let j∗F be the
extension by zero outside Y . Then one has Hi(Y,F) = Hi(X, j∗F) as a flabby
resolution J • of F gives a flabby resolution j∗J
• of j∗F .
Theorem 2.7.3 Let X be noetherian of dimension n, and let F be a pointed
sheaf which is generated by finitely many sections. Then for every i > n we
have Hi(X,F) = 0.
Proof: By Lemma 2.6.5 we may assume that OX is the trivial sheaf of monoids.
For a closed subset Y of X and a pointed sheaf F on X we write FY for j∗(F|Y ).
If U ⊂ X is open, we write FU = i!(F|U ). Then, if U −X ❍ Y , we have an
exact sequence
0→ FU →֒ F → FY → 0,
as one easily checks.
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We next reduce the proof to the case when X is irreducible. For assume X is
reducible, then X = Y ∪ Z with closed sets Y, Z both different from X . Let
U = X ❍ Y and consider the exact sequence
0→ FU →֒ F → FY → 0.
By the long exact sequence of cohomology it suffices to show Hi(X,FU ) = 0
and Hi(X,FY ) = 0. Now FU can be viewed as a sheaf on Z and so the proof if
reduced to the components Y and Z. By induction on the number of components
we can now assume that X is irreducible.
We prove the Theorem by induction on n = dimX . If n = 0 then X has only
two open sets, itself and the empty set. Then Γ(X, ·) is exact, so the claim
follows. Now for the induction step let X be irreducible of dimension N > 0
and let F be a pointed sheaf on X . By an induction argument it suffices to
assume that F is generated by a single section in F(U), say, for an open set U .
Let Z be the constant sheaf with fibre Z/2Z. Then F , being generated by a
single section, is a quotient of ZU . So we have an exact sequence,
0→ R →֒ ZU → F → 0.
By the long exact cohomology sequence it suffices to show the vanishing of the
cohomology of R and ZU . If R 6= 0, then there exists an open set V ⊂ U such
that RV ∼= ZV . So we have an exact sequence
0→ ZV →֒ R → R/ZV → 0.
The sheaf R/ZV is supported in U ❍ V which has dimension < n since X
is irreducible. So it follows that Hi(X,R/ZV ) = 0 for i > n by induction
hypothesis. It remains to show vanishing of cohomology for ZV . We show that
for every open U ⊂ X we have Hi(X,ZU ) = 0 for i > n. Let Y = X ❍ U . We
have an exact sequence
0→ ZU →֒ Z → ZY → 0.
Since X is irreducible, we have dimY < n. So by induction hypothesis we have
Hi(X,ZY ) = 0 for i ≥ n. On the other hand, Z is flabby as it is a constant
sheaf on an irreducible space. Hence Hi(X,Z) = 0 for i > 0. So the long exact
cohomology sequence gives the claim. 
2.8 Base change
Now assume that X is a monoid scheme. Let XZ = X ⊗ Z be the base change
to Z. Instead of Z one could take any other ring here. Let F be a pointed
sheaf over X . For a pointed module (M,m0) over a monoid A write MZ for
the Z[A]-module Z[M ]/Zm0. Every open set U in X defines an open set UZ in
XZ as follows. If X = Spec F1A is affine, then U defines an ideal a of A. Then
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Z[a] is an ideal of Z[A] which defines an open set UZ of XZ = SpecZ[A]. For
non-affine X define UZ locally and take the union. We define the sheaf FZ to
be the sheafification of the pre-sheaf
U 7→ lim
−→
VZ⊃U
F(V )Z.
here the inductive limit is taken over all open sets in XZ which contain U and
are of the form VZ for some V open in X .
If F is a skyscraper sheaf in x ∈ X , then the closed set x¯ = {x} is given by an
ideal sheaf which base changes to an ideal sheaf of XZ which defines a closed
subset x¯Z of XZ. It turns out that FZ is a constant sheaf on x¯Z extended by
zero outside x¯Z. In particular, FZ is flabby.
The functor F 7→ FZ is an ascent functor from Mod0(X) to Mod(XZ) which
maps sheaves in the injective class I to flabby sheaves, hence I-resolutions are
mapped to flabby resolutions.
Theorem 2.8.1 There is a natural injection,
Hp(X,F)Z →֒ H
p(XZ,FZ).
Proof: Let 0→ F → I0 → I1 be an injective resolution, where Ip is a product
of skyscraper sheaves. Lemma 1.5.3 gives an injection Hp(ΓI)Z →֒ H
p((ΓI)Z).
As I consist of product of skyscraper sheaves, the complex (ΓI)Z is isomorphic
with Γ(IZ). As IZ is a flabby resolution of FZ, we get
Hp(X,F)Z = H
p(ΓI)Z →֒ H
p(Γ(IZ)) = H
p(XZ,FZ).

Corollary 2.8.2 If X = Spec F1(A) is affine and M is a pointed A-module,
then Hp(X, M˜) = 0 for p > 0.
Proof: Since (M˜)Z ∼= M˜Z, the claim follows from the corresponding claim for
schemes. 
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